Stradalli Announces New Full Carbon Mountain Bike Framesets
Stradalli releases two new full carbon mountain bike framsets that follow in the
footsteps of its popular Milano Strada-Pro road bike recently seen in the pro circuit.
Miami, Florida (FPRC) September 14, 2010 -- Stradalli Cycle, the affordable high performance
carbon bicycle manufacturer, is pleased to announce the introduction of two new carbon fibre
mountain bike framesets. The Geneva and ST-DS 7 are built using the same technology which
previously allowed Stradalli to create some of the best full carbon road bike frames in the world.
The Geneva is a hardtail frameset, featuring 3K carbon and a variable cross section for extra rigidity
and durability. Derived from the same winning technology as the Milano Strada-Pro the Geneva
frame has a tensile strength of 50 tons per square cm thanks to an exterior weave of 3000 weaves
per crossing. The result is maximum stiffness where it counts, ensuring superb reliability and
precision handling.
The ST-DS 7 is a full carbon, dual suspension frameset. Created from proven designs, and
innovative processes, the Stradalli dual suspension bike offers the best of both worlds in unforgiving
terrain. The ST-DS 7 ranks up there with the most sophisticated mountain bike frames in the
industry. The rear suspension offers 35mm of travel but yet weighs in at only 1600 grams (393mm
frame).
“Stradalli has been manufacturing some of the best high-tech full carbon road bike frames in the
world,” said Thomas Steinbacher, CEO of the Stradalli Cycle Company. “Now we are bringing the
same high-tech and affordable price approach to the mountain bike market.”
Along with these two new framesets, Stradalli are also releasing various mountain bike components
including carbon wheels and handlebars.
About The Stradalli Cycle Company
The Stradalli Cycle Company is based in Florida and sells worldwide to the keen athlete who
demands the best equipment. With years of experience in both high tech manufacturing and design
as well as a passion for cycling, Stradalli brings passion and innovation to the road racing and
mountain bike markets.
Contact
http://www.stradalli.com
sales@stradalli.com
Contact Information
For more information contact Sales of Stradalli Cycle (http://stradalli.com)
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